We report temperature dependent measurements of the spin Seebeck effect (SSE) in multilayers formed by repeated growth of a Fe 3 O 4 /Pt bilayer junction. The magnitude of the observed enhancement of the SSE, relative to the SSE in the single bilayer, shows a monotonic increase with decreasing the temperature. This result can be understood by an increase of the characteristic length for spin current transport in the system, in qualitative agreement with the recently observed increase in the magnon diffusion length in Fe 3 O 4 at lower temperatures. Our result suggests that the thermoelectric performance of the SSE in multilayer structures can be further improved by careful choice of materials with suitable spin transport properties. © 2017 Author (s) Thermoelectric conversion is one of the promising approaches for implementation of wasted heat energy recovery and temperature sensing technologies. Recently, a spin-based approach has been discovered: the spin Seebeck effect (SSE). 1 The SSE refers to the generation of spin currents 2 in a ferromagnetic material (F) upon application of a temperature gradient, the spin current is injected and electrically detected in a normal metal (N) in contact with F, where spin-orbit interaction in N transforms the spin current into an electric field, by means of the inverse spin Hall effect (ISHE), 3 which can be expressed as:
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where θ SH and ρ denote the spin Hall angle and electric resistivity of N, respectively. E ISHE , J S , and σ are the ISHE generated electric field, spatial direction of spin current (perpendicular to the F/N interface) and spin-polarization vector (parallel to the magnetization). A schematic diagram of the SSE is shown in Fig. 1(a The SSE has been experimentally established as a general transport phenomenon in ferromagnets and observed in a wide range of magnetic materials, 1,4-7 triggering intensive research on the interplay between spin, charge and heat currents, which is the focus of spin caloritronics. 8, 9 The SSE was initially explained as a result of the thermal non-equilibrium between magnons in F and conduction electrons in N, generating a spin current at the F/N interface, proportional to the effective temperature difference between magnons in F and electrons in N. [10] [11] [12] Recently, other theories also highlight the role of the magnon spin currents within the ferromagnet, 13, 14 which is supported by experimental reports. [15] [16] [17] [18] The observation of the SSE in magnetic insulators has opened the possibility to generate pure spin currents with lesser dissipation losses due to mobile charge carriers, and further expand the range of possible materials to study spin mediated thermoelectric conversion. Moreover, the experimental geometry of the SSE with the thermal and electric current paths perpendicular to each other is advantageous for the implementation of thin film and flexible thermoelectric devices. 19, 20 Furthermore, due to the fact that the heat and electric currents have independent paths, the properties of the different materials comprising the SSE device can be optimized independently. However, there is one main disadvantage for the potential application of the SSE, this is the low magnitude of the thermoelectric output. Different possibilities are currently being explored, 21 such as increasing the spin current detection efficiency by taking advantage of the spin Hall angle characteristics of different N materials, [22] [23] [24] [25] as it was shown by the implementation of spin Hall thermopiles. 26 However, using this approach increases the thermoelectric voltage at the expense of the extractable electrical power due to increased internal resistance of the thermopile devices. 27 Other approaches can be directed towards increasing the thermal spin current generation, as recently shown in spin induced thermoelectric measurements in magnetic multilayers. 17, [28] [29] [30] Here, we have investigated the temperature dependence of the SSE in [Fe 3 O 4 /Pt] n multilayers. This can be related to the change of the spin transport properties with the temperature of the materials comprising the SSE system. 15, 16, 31, 32 Moreover, it can provide further information about the enhancement mechanism and a possible route to further improve the heat to electricity conversion efficiency of multilayer based SSE devices.
The multilayer structures were obtained by sequential growth of n number of F/N bilayer junctions, hereafter referred to as [F/N] n [see Fig. 1 (b) for a schematic of the multilayer structure]. The materials used to form the basic F/N bilayer structure are magnetite (F ≡ Fe 3 O 4 ), and platinum (N ≡ Pt). Magnetite is a ferrimagnetic oxide with high Curie temperature and predicted half-metallic nature, commonly studied in spintronics. [33] [34] [35] [36] [37] Pt is used as the spin current detector, due to its relatively large spin Hall angle. 38, 39 Despite Fe 3 O 4 being electrically conductive, it has been previously shown that the SSE dominates the thermoelectric response of the transversal voltage in Fe 3 O 4 /Pt system due to the fact that the electrical conductivity of magnetite is two orders of magnitude lower than that of Pt. 40 The Fe 3 O 4 films were grown on magnesium oxide, MgO(001), substrates by pulsed laser deposition using a KrF excimer laser with 248 nm wavelength, 10 Hz repetition rate, and 3 × 10 9 W/cm 2 irradiance in an ultrahigh-vacuum chamber (UHV). The Pt films were deposited by DC magnetron sputtering in the same UHV chamber. The films thicknesses are 34 nm for Fe 3 O 4 and 17 nm for Pt. Further details on the growth can be found elsewhere. 41 The film structural quality was confirmed by x-ray diffraction and transmission electron microscopy. The SSE experiments were performed using the longitudinal configuration, 42 the sample is placed between two AlN plates with high thermal conductivity acting as heat baths. A thin layer of thermal grease is uniformly applied between the AlN plates and the sample to improve thermal contact condition. By passing an electric current to a heater attached to the top plate, a thermal gradient (∇T ) is induced in the z direction. This generates a temperature difference (∆T ) between the top and bottom plates, which are estabilized at temperatures T and T + ∆T , respectively. The temperature difference between the heat baths is monitored by two thermocouples connected differentially. A magnetic field is swept in the x direction while the SSE voltage in the top Pt film is measured along the y direction with a nanovoltmeter. Despite placing the electric contacts on the top Pt layer, we can consider that all the Pt layers are simultaneously connected in parallel due to the fact that the lateral dimensions of the sample are six orders of magnitude larger than the thickness of the layers, therefore the out-ofplane resistance is negligibly small compared to the in-plane resistance. The sample dimensions are L x = 2 mm, L y = 7 mm and L z = 0.5 mm. 6 multilayer, respect to that observed for the single Fe 3 O 4 /Pt bilayer junction. The observed enhancement cannot be explained by conventional spin current injection at the F/N interface. Even when considering injection from both top and bottom surfaces of the Pt layers, only a maximum increase of twice the bilayer voltage can be explained. We have previously proposed a mechanism for the enhancement of the SSE in the [Fe 3 O 4 /Pt] n multilayers. 17 The model basically considers the boundary conditions for spin currents flowing parallel to the thickness direction. The spin current must vanish at the top and bottom surfaces of the multilayer structure, while the spin current at the F/N (N/F) interfaces of the multilayer is assumed to be continuous. 13, 14 As a consequence, an increase of the spin current magnitude is expected with maximum values at the middle layers of the multilayer. The overall thickness dependence of the spin current within the multilayer is characterized by a length scale (ξ) defined as ξ =
, where t F (t N ) and Λ (λ) are the thickness and magnon (conduction-electron) spin diffusion lengths in the ferromagnet (normal metal), respectively. G S is a dimensionless spin conductance for the F/N interface. 17 The SSE enhancement in multilayers can be determined by this length scale ξ, therefore by studying the temperature dependence of the enhancement, we can possibly relate it to the variation of the spin transport properties in the Fe 3 O 4 /Pt system. Figure 2 (a) shows the measured temperature dependence of the SSE in multilayers as a function of the number of bilayers, with n = 1, 2, and 6. The data represents the magnitude of the zero field intercept (S 0 ), obtained from extrapolating the SSE data at high magnetic fields to the zero field value [as shown in Fig. 1(c) ]. The magnitude of the SSE thermopower shows a gradual decrease as the temperature is reduced. The value of the measured voltage can be influenced by the internal resistance of the sample, therefore we have measured the temperature dependence of the resistance in order to compare the data between different samples. Figure 2(b) shows the temperature dependence of the sheet resistance, R S = RL x /L y measured using 4-probe method. It can be clearly observed that all samples present metallic behaviour with a monotonic resistance decrease as the temperature is reduced. It is interesting to note that the decrease is less pronounced for the sample with larger number of bilayers (n=6), this difference in the temperature dependence of resistance between the samples can be possibly attributed to a contribution from a non-negligible out-of-plane resistance of the magnetite thin films, which adds up as the number of layers increases. In order to remove the contribution from the resistance on the observed voltage enhancement and compare the data between the different samples, we consider the SSE thermopower normalized by the sheet resistance of the sample, given by the quantity α = S 0 /R S . This quantity is equivalent to the thermoelectric current generated in the sample. Figure 2(c) shows the obtained data, it can be seen that the behaviour is similar to that observed for the SSE thermopower, with the magnitude of the thermoelectric current gradually decreasing as the temperature is reduced. It is interesting to note that the temperature dependence of α (and S 0 ) shows a less pronounced decrease in the case of the multilayer samples. Usually, two factors play a role in the temperature dependence of the SSE: one is the reduction of the magnon population at low temperatures, responsible for the decreasing SSE at low temperatures, and the other is due to the increased spin current lifetime which increases the SSE magnitude as the temperature is reduced. 14, 15, 43, 44 The weaker temperature dependence in the case of the SSE in multilayers can possibly be understood by the increase of the length scale for spin current propagation ξ, resulting in a larger contribution from the later factor and therefore a less pronounced reduction of the SSE compared to the single bilayer. Therefore, we will focus on the multilayer length scale ξ to discuss the temperature dependence of the SSE enhancement in multilayers.
Now, we proceed to compare the temperature dependence of the SSE enhancement in multilayers, in order to do so, we define an enhancement factor as the ratio of the thermoelectric current between the multilayers and the single bilayer [enhancement factor ≡ α(n)/α(1)], as shown in Fig. 3 . It can be AIP Advances 7, 055915 (2017) clearly seen that the SSE enhancement monotonically increases as the temperature of the system is reduced. If we consider the expression for ξ, for a constant thickness of the films comprising the basic Fe 3 O 4 /Pt junction, we can expect an enhancement of ξ for increasing values of the magnon (Λ) and conduction-electron (λ) spin diffusion lengths in Fe 3 O 4 and Pt respectively. Previous experiments on the dependence of the SSE on the ferromagnet thickness report an increasing magnon diffusion length as the temperature of the system is reduced. 15, 16, 31 The magnon diffusion length for magnetite thin films has been shown to increase at lower temperatures, showing a magnitude 2-3 times larger at 70 K than at room temperature. For comparison we will consider the multilayer enhancement increase between the same temperatures. Figure 3 shows that the observed SSE enhancement in [Fe 3 O 4 /Pt] n multilayers increases by a factor of two between 300 K and 70 K.
Using the expression for ξ described above, the observed enhancement can be understood in terms of an increase of the magnon and spin diffusion lengths of Fe 3 O 4 31 and Pt, respectively. If we consider a value of λ = 3 nm at 300 K, 45 and assume that the G S factor is temperature independent, we can explain the increase in the enhancement factor observed at 70 K by a value of λ = 13 nm. Previous reports of the spin diffusion length in Pt, measured using non-local spin valves, 32 have also shown an increasing tendency of the magnitude at lower temperatures, however the reported increase is much lower, with only a 70% increase. The authors argue that the low values of the spin diffusion length at low temperatures can be possibly attributed to the higher resistivity of their Pt films in comparison to other studies. 46 In a recent report by the same group, they further show that the Pt spin diffusion length is strongly dependent on the sample quality, presenting a linear dependence with the electrical conductivity of the films. 47 This can possibly explain the larger increase in λ obtained from our estimation, since the Pt films used in our study are highly oriented crystalline films. 27 For instance, the electrical conductivity of the Pt film in the single bilayer increases by more than 3 times between 300 K and 70 K, which is in agreement with our estimation. However, we should bear in mind that the expression of ξ is an approximation obtained under the condition of t F /Λ, t N /λ 1, which is not exactly met in our experiments. Therefore, the expression of ξ should be used only for qualitative discussion.
In summary, we have performed temperature dependent measurements of the SSE in multilayer structures based on Fe 3 O 4 /Pt junction systems. While the magnitude of the SSE gradually decreases at low temperatures, the observed enhancement, defined as the ratio of extractable thermoelectric current between multilayers and single bilayers, shows a monotonic increase. This enhancement can be qualitatively understood as a result of an increase of the characteristic lengths for spin transport of the layers forming the multilayer structure. Our result suggests that the SSE in multilayers can be possibly further enhanced by selection of materials with larger characteristic lengths for spin transport.
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